'Order from disorder sprung': recognition and regulation in the immune system.
Milton's epic poem Paradise lost supplies a colourful metaphor for the immune system and its responses to pathogens. With the role of Satan played by pathogens seeking to destroy the paradise of human health, GOD intervenes and imposes order out of chaos. In this context, GOD means 'generation of diversity': the capacity of the innate and specific immune responses to recognize and eliminate a universe of pathogens. Thus, the immune system can be thought of as an entity that self-assembles the elements required to combat bodily invasion and injury. In so doing, it brings to bear the power of specific recognition: the ability to distinguish self from non-self, and the threatening from the benign. This ability to define and protect self is evolutionarily very old. Self-recognition and biochemical and barrier defences can be detected in primitive organisms, and elements of these mechanisms are built upon in an orderly way to establish the mammalian immune system. Innate immune responses depend on the use of a limited number of germline-encoded receptors to recognize conserved molecular patterns that occur on the surfaces of a broad range of pathogens. The B and T lymphocytes of the specific immune response use complex gene-rearrangement machinery to generate a diversity of antigen receptors capable of recognizing any pathogen in the universe. Binding to receptors on both innate and specific immune-system cells triggers intricate intracellular signalling pathways that lead to new gene transcription and effector-cell activation. And yet, regulation is imposed on these responses so that Paradise is not lost to the turning of the immune system onto self-tissues, the spectre of autoimmunity. Lymphocyte activation requires multiple signals and intercellular interactions. Mechanisms exist to establish tolerance to self by the selection and elimination of cells recognizing self-antigens. Immune system cell populations are reduced by programmed cell death once the pathogen threat is resolved. Once Paradise has been regained, memory cells remain in the body to sharply reduce the impact of a second exposure to a pathogen. Vaccination programs take advantage of this capacity of the human immune system for immunological memory, sparing millions the suffering associated with disease scourges. Thus does the order of the immune response spring from the disorder of pathogen attacks, and thus is Paradise preserved.